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Preface
There are many guides and guidelines for conducting situational analysis. So why would you
write another one? Our research has shown that despite an abundance of guides local authorities
should, in order to be able to make the best choices, be given clear and succinct information
regarding situational analysis. These guidelines can be very useful especially for local authorities
and transition teams who are involved in a demonstration project of new technologies as part of a
smart or sustainability project.
This guide largely draws on insights that have been developed over four years within the scope of
an interregional European research program HeatNet North-Western Europe (HeatNet NWE)
which was intended to overcome barriers to accelerate energy transition in six cities in NWE.
Much care was taken in the realisation of this edition. However, the authors do not accept any
responsibility for any information that is incomplete or incorrectly rendered.
We would like to thank all project partners and other parties involved for sharing their knowledge
and experiences with us.
Egbert-Jan van Dijck
Renee Heller
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Part 1 WHY?
Situational Analysis at a Meso-level
positioned to understand and accelerate
system innovation for sustainability

Introduction
Cities and energy transition
The political agenda is more and more determined by environmental problems such as climate
change and resource depletion. It is generally accepted that society must change. This so-called
societal transformation is a complex process of various transitions interwoven with each other.
The process of societal transformation to achieve sustainability is defined as the transition to
sustainable socio-technical systems or system innovation for sustainability. In order to achieve a
sustainable society there is a requirement for societal transformation covering institutional,
social/cultural, organizational as well as technological change (Loorbach, 2010).
Increasingly, cities recognise that they play a key role in the energy transition. However, cities also
face major problems with managing this transition. Owing to decentralization of tasks of the national
government in the last decades, local governments are under growing pressure.
This guide largely draws on insights that have been developed over four years within the scope of an
interregional European research program HeatNet North-Western Europe (HeatNet NWE) which was
intended to overcome barriers to accelerate energy transition in six cities in NWE.
In the course of HeatNet NWE the theoretical framework of Sustainability Transition Theory and
Stakeholder Theory provided guidance and perspective to research and analyse the stakeholders,
barriers and solutions for developing and rolling out 4th Generation District Heating and Cooling
Systems (4DHC) in their situational contexts together with the partners.

Introduction
A preparation program for cities
The following key findings of our research are the outcome of our in depth study into barriers of the
development of future technology projects in the area of energy encountered in six cities in NWE,
and the acceleration of the energy transition (Van Dijck, Heller, & Suurenbroek, 2020):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Future technologies require a more advanced preparation program
Knowledge gaps have to be closed
Fundamental shift is needed how businesses are run and how their stakeholders measure
success (measuring impact = total effect)
Creating shared value is fundamental (organisation and society)
Emphasis on Triple Bottom Line (TBL) accounting (economic, social, and environmental)
We need another mind set and a new life long educational program

The objective of this practical guide is to instruct local authorities, such as (urban) project
managers, civil servants, urban planners but also engineers, on how to understand the situation
there are in and set up an adequate situational analysis at a meso-level and accelerate system
innovation for sustainability.
To ensure the practicality of this guide it combines a brief introduction with three dedicated
workshops geared to practical needs.

Introduction
A step-by-step method

We provide the reader with a step-by-step method that can be used to educate members of project
team entrusted with the task to demonstrate a new future and emerging technology. By following this
method the reader can practice this planned approach.
This program is divided in 6 steps which can be performed in 3 workshops. Firstly, a short explanation
is given. Secondly, in Part 2 the workshop formats are presented.

Workshop 1 Sustainability
Transition

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Be aware of the situation you are in
Describe the ‘Lock in’ situation
Describe the ‘Lock out’ situation
Describe tensions between STR and Niche

Workshop 2 Stakeholder Analysis

Step 5 Stakeholder Analysis & Persona

Workshop 3 Situational Analysis

Step 6 Situational Analysis

This method can be applied to any type of sustainability transition project, regardless of the sector
you are working in.

Step 1

Introduction
Be aware of the situation you are in

A project team entrusted with the task to demonstrate a new future and emerging technology is
experiencing all kind of problems and barriers. During our research, a picture of three different
categories of barriers emerged. The first two categories of barriers were identified as ‘common’
barriers illustrative for the context of a large engineering project and ‘expected barriers illustrative
for the context of a ‘CO2 Reduction project. Barriers in both categories are encountered by project
teams working in a ‘business as usual’ situation. We will explain that now building up a complete
picture. Let’s start with the first two categories.

(Van Dijck, 2018)

1. Large engineering project
‘ Common’ barriers
e.g. crossing a river or railway,
communication, collaboration etc.

2. ‘CO₂ Reduction’ project
‘Expected’ barriers
e.g. ROI to low, sustainability not that
important, lack of shared interest etc.

Your project

If you are in slide show mode

you can activate the visual by clicking with your right mouse button.

Step 1

Introduction
Be aware of the situation you are in

Business as usual is often described as ‘an ongoing and unchanging situation despite difficulties
or disturbances. In this situation a project team entrusted with the task to demonstrate a new future
and emerging technology is experiencing all kind of problems. Although the stakes are crystal
clear, some stakeholders do not get involved in your new and important project. Sustainability is
not high on their agenda. Other stakeholders are working against it. Maybe your own colleagues
cannot comprehend the purpose of your demonstration project. The objections may be advanced
against the long term environmental and social horizon because established companies are
focused on the short-term economic horizon. SME’s and citizens refuse to invest in a new
uncertain technology. Your alternative technology is not a real option to them and so on. It looks if
you are not reading the situation correctly. Well, you have only one part of the total situation in
the picture. There is another part. So, be aware of the situation you are in.

BUSINESS AS USUAL
(Van Dijck, 2018)

Step 1

Introduction
Be aware of the situation you are in

Business as usual is a form of an existing socio-technical regime (STR) or system. But what if
you don’t want to follow this ‘business as usual’ path? Than we have another situation. A transition
from one STR to another is described as a system innovation (Geels et al, 2004). Examples are
socio-technical transitions to sustainability.
Some stakeholders or incumbents, (marked with orange circles) are part of this STR each with
there own contributions, interests, and concerns. Existing energy, transport, housing and agri-food
systems are stabilized by lock-in mechanisms that relate to sunk investments, behavioural
patterns, vested interests, infrastructure, favourable subsidies and regulations (Unruh, 2000). For
that reason socio-technical transitions to sustainability do not come about easily.

Lock in
STR
BUSINESS AS USUAL
(Van Dijck, 2018)

Step 1

Introduction
Be aware of the situation you are in

Let us assume it is our assignment to contribute with a project to the reduction of GHG or more
specific CO2. Our shared vision is a sustainable (smart) world. We have to demonstrate a new
future technology and the project is funded by the city, region and/or EU. We don’t want to follow
the ‘business as usual’ path (marked with orange circle) but another ‘transition path’ to a
sustainable (smart) world (marked with green circle) . Our position is called a niche (marked with
grey circles). This a different situation and the second part of the complete picture. The barriers
encountered by our Sustainability Transition project team are illustrative for the context of
‘transition barriers’.

3. Sustainability Transition project
‘Transition’ barriers
e.g. cities often puzzled, knowledge
gaps, incumbents are defensive,
lack of shared values, private sector
short-sighted etc.

Step 2

Introduction
Lock in situation
An example: Traditional Energy System

In a business as usual situation, the past explains the present. Attitude to the future can be described
as passive or adaptive. The traditional, Industrial Age energy system is a static, linear system
dominated by incumbents, a limited number of highly organised, single purpose companies.

STR - Lock in
Traditional System
•
Supply driven
•
Centralized, uni-directional energy system
•
Linear
•
Static
•
Energy as a commodity
•
Producers pushing out products to passive customers
•
Incumbents are large, single purpose organisations
•
Highly organised
•
Capital intensive investments / very long technical lifetime
•
100% asset specific
•
Incremental innovation
•
Reinforce power

(Van Dijck, 2018)

Step 3

Introduction
Lock out situation
An example: Future Smart Energy System

This in contrast to future smart energy systems , which are dynamic, non-linear, extremely complex
systems, that will have to deal with many mutely independent organisations and to integrate a wide
variety of devices in the internet of things. One of the future challenges will be to integrate district
heating with the electricity sector as well as the transport sector (Lund et al., 2014). ‘The concept of
Smart Energy Systems represent a radical shift in approach and understanding of how to design
achievable and affordable solutions during the transition to future renewable and sustainable energy
systems.’ (Lund, et al. 2017). Future district heating infrastructures should, however, not be designed
for the present energy system but for the future system (Lund, et al., 2014).

(Van Dijck, 2018)

Niche - Lock out
Future Smart Energy System
•
Demand driven
•
Decentralized, multi-directional energy systems
•
Integrated (combined and coordinated) grids
•
Non-linear
•
Dynamic
•
Energy as a service
•
ICT, intelligent top down and bottom up control
•
Producers, customers and prosumers
•
Many mutually independent, multiple purpose
organisations
•
Less organised
•
Radical innovation
•
Transformative power

Step 4

Introduction
Tensions between STR and Niche
An example: Energy Transition

The energy ecosystem is a system comprising an extraordinarily complex network of sectors and
stakeholders across various segments of the global, regional, sub-regional and national economies of
which many pieces are in constant flux. It has become unusually difficult to anticipate what the future
holds – and to know what actions are required today to thrive in the years ahead. Therefore
transitioning from a traditional, centralized, unidirectional fossil fuel energy system to a new
sustainable, decentralized, multidirectional, integrated energy system also known as a smart energy
system has placed a considerable strain on city authorities.

Step 4

Introduction
Tensions between STR and Niche
An example: Energy Transition

Mentioned below are 7 assumptions introduced and tested during our research, where possible.
Based on these ‘rules’ a situational analysis can be conducted.
1. There is no barrier without a stakeholder
2. Stakeholders can be identified, and classified into different categories and groups
3. Stakeholders have their own interest, values, and agenda
4. Different interests and values reinforce each other, do not conflict or conflict
5. Conflicting interests come under tension
6. Barriers can be identified, classified, explained and predicted
7. There is no barrier without a solution
By the use of a stakeholder matrix it is possible to carry out in-depth studies which clarify and
properly explain the issues and communicate them in a clear way.
Category

Group

Subgroup

Demand

Consumer

Tenants

Demand
and supply

Prosumer

Supply

Producer

Contribution

Interest

Concern

Barrier

Possible tensions?
Energy
company

Solution

An example of a City
Progress toward a 4DHC system
Nr

Barriers

Category

Stakeholder(s)

1

Lack of funding and budgetary constraints of council

Financial

City council

2

Different view of profits by public and private sector

Financial

Public / Private sector

3

Private sector not involved

Organisational

Private sector

4

Property owners not locally engaged

Organisational

Building owners

5

Lack of knowledge on district heating f.e. with planners and in market

Organisational

All stakeholders

6

No level playing field for heat f.e. 100% approval needed from tenants
to connect, and a railway crossing

Regulatory,
Organisational

Government

7

Governance : council is not in position to make agreements on heat

Organisational,
Regulatory

City council

Solutions
6

District heating is seen as good low carbon solution to fuel poverty

Financial

City/Government

7

Multi stakeholder involvement

Organisational

All stakeholders

8

Facilitate public private partnership

Organisational

All stakeholders

9

Appoint a district heating champion (Public sector or Private or both)

Financial,
Technical

City /Niche

10

Start small in strategic area than grow from there

Technical,
Organisational

City / Developers

Step 5

Introduction
Stakeholder Analysis & Persona

The visual in Step 4 represents the gap between the two paths namely the path of ‘business as usual’
(Lock in) followed by a social-technical regime (STR) and a transition path towards a new sustainable
world (Lock out) followed by a project that is demonstrating a new technology like our 4DHC projects
(Niche).
Parties in the ‘Lock in position’ have different values, interest, and concerns compared with parties in a
‘Lock out position’. As a result they both encounter tensions and barriers in their daily life. For
example, incumbents like large energy companies are interested in defending their existing positions
and follow a ‘business as usual path’ as long as possible. Their strategy and business model are built
upon a traditional ideas of producing and selling energy (heat and cold, electricity, gas) to consumers.
In contrast to incumbents, niches are interested in the introduction of new technology towards a
Sustainable Smart Energy System.
If we want to understand solutions and barriers and realize best practices, we need a new way
to uncover the connection between future technology (4DHC), stakeholders, their contribution,
interest, and concerns to discover barriers and solutions in a local context.
So let’s be more precise by describing different individual stakeholders in more detail.

Step 5

Introduction
Stakeholder Analysis & Persona

We developed a visual of a persona surrounded by the most important questions categorized in five
different clouds. A persona depicts a certain human actor, and in this way, we were able identify different
categories and groups of internal (project team and colleagues within the city) and external
stakeholders as part of the situation. In this way it was possible to uncover, analyse and discuss their
contributions, interest, concerns, and to discover (potential) barriers and solutions in their local context.
Furthermore, we were able to discuss this with all six pilots and to conduct a cross-case analysis.
The next slide will show you an example of an
‘unexpected’ stakeholder, the related barrier,
and a solution. The project team was
experiencing problems within the local
government. But it was unclear why. It is an
example of an ‘internal’ stakeholder (a
colleague / project member).

For example: an Urban Planner

Lifelong learning
programme.

Has no direct
colleagues to ask
questions about
Energy Transition.

Lacks knowledge
on energy related
challenges /
Energy Transition.

Urban and
Regional Planning

To keep up with
colleagues, work
pace, and
transitions.

Feels like he is too
old to learn about
Energy Transition.

Step 6

Introduction
Situational Analysis

A transition to smart energy system requires a holistic view of a regional integrated smart energy
system based on long-term, socio-economic benefits and inclusive sustainable growth. To accelerate
sustainability transitions, obstacles to transitions processes and strategies have to be examined in their
local context to speed up the transformation of systems. This is the big picture provided for in a
Situational Analysis at meso-level. The main goal of this situational analysis is to locate the project in
its broader situation.
Elaborating on the perspective provided by Sustainability Transition Theory and Stakeholder Theory we
used one of the three maps used to conduct a Situational Analysis (Clarke, Friese, and Washburn,
2018). The social worlds framework, a form of analysis focuses on meaning making amongst groups
of actors and on collective action people “doing things together”. Social worlds typically segment into
multiple worlds, intersect with other worlds with which they share substantive/topical interests and
commitments, and merge. If and when the number of social worlds becomes large and crisscrossed
with conflicts, different sorts of careers, viewpoints, funding sources, and so on, the whole is analyzed
as an arena. An arena, then, is composed of multiple worlds organized ecologically around issues of
mutual concern and commitment to action.
The ‘Map of Social Worlds in Arena’ (see next slide) offers an overview of individual actors who
compose social worlds, but in arenas they commonly act as representatives of their social worlds,
performing their collective identities. We will use the persona to describe this representative. The arena
is the energy sector and a 4DHC Project Team is part of the situation.

Introduction
Map of Social Worlds in Arena

(Based on Clarke, Friese, and Washburn, 2018)

Step 6

Step 6

Introduction
Situational Analysis (2)

The visual was used to depict actors (persons or organisations) that played a certain role within the
situation at hand. The small figures represent those actors. They are marked black if they were and
marked blue if they were trying to stimulate the Lock out situation (in one way of the other). To be
more specific we added four categories (F= Financial, R= Regulatory, O= Organisational, and T=
Technical). Sometimes actors were part of different Social Worlds and therefore presented in a
multiple way. The numbers are referring to specific barriers, which are mentioned in the specific part.

Marked black
Continuing the Lock in situation
R=Regulatory

Marked blue
Trying to stimulate the Lock out situation
O=Organisational

Step 6

Introduction
Situational Analysis (3)

From our research we can conclude that the interventions had the following results:
ü Pilot teams got a more complete picture of the situation
ü They were more aware of the position of their project within the energy transition
ü They gained better insight in their stakeholders
ü They valued the more in-depth analysis
ü Therefore they developed a better understanding of different categories of barriers
and solutions.
Hopefully, this guide will help your team in the same way.
Part 2 WHAT AND HOW? is about the Workshop Program. You can follow the
proposed sequence of workshops and steps or adjust the programme as required.

Part 2 WHAT AND HOW?
Workshops
Let’s begin!

Introduction

The step-by-step method divided in 3 Workshops
Workshop 1

Sustainability
Transition

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Be aware of the situation you are in
Describe the Lock in situation
Describe the Lock out situation
Describe tensions between STR and Niche

Workshop 2

Stakeholder
Analysis

Step 5 Stakeholder Analysis & Persona

Workshop 3

Situational Analysis

Step 6 Situational Analysis

Workshop Programme
Situational Analysis at Meso-level
Why are we here:
Local authorities are often talking about CO2 reduction, sustainability and transitions but at the same time
they are not fully aware of the situation they are in. As a result it is not entirely clear why certain barriers
are being met during a project and how to overcome these barriers.
Workshop Programme Goals:
• Collaboratively describe two different situations: 1) ‘business as usual’ and 2) ‘sustainability transition’.
• Determine the past, present, and future barriers.
• Identify internal and external stakeholders, investigate their contributions, interests, and concerns,
and develop persona.
• Identify different social worlds and map them in the arena.
• Walk away with situational map and a list of to-do-items to make the Situation alive.
Workshop
Who

Core team / steering committee (8 to 16)

Duration

2 full days (which can be adjusted as required)

Format

Large boardroom, lots of wall space, food, and drinks

Tools

Markers and pencils, post-it notes, poster paper, tape, digital camera

Resources

Project description / project brief / ………..

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition
Why are we here:
This workshop will be used to kick-off of the Workshop Programme. As a warming-up, participants will
be encouraged to think about their own project area and people involved.
Workshop Goals:
• Collaboratively describe two different situations namely 1) ‘business as usual’ and 2) ‘sustainability
transition’.
• Determine the past, present, and future barriers
• Walk away with situational map and a list of to-do-items to make the Situation a life.

Workshop
Who

Core team / steering committee (8 to 16)

Duration

Full day

Format

Large boardroom, lots of wall space, food, and drinks

Tools

Markers and pencils, post-it notes, poster paper, tape, digital camera

Resources

Project description / project brief / ………..

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Question 1
Which stakeholders are most important to our project?

During this kick-off you will be working on a
first, simple Stakeholder Analysis.
As you can imagine, the specific context of
our project provides important information,
which will help you with the start of the
project.
Assignment
Plot the different interested parties
(stakeholders) in the four quadrants
(Design, Finance, Build, and
Operate/Maintain). Try to decide upon the
level of participation (see the example in the
right corner).
We’re asking you to dig deep and try to
come up with some interesting insights.

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Question 2
Which barriers to the development of your demonstration project have
you conguered in the past, are you facing presently, and are expected
to be faced in the future?

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Understanding Barriers is a
template you can use to plot
barriers you already conquer in the
past, barriers you are facing
currently, and barriers you expect to
face in the future.
Assignment
Write down all the barriers you can
think of on a post-it.
Place the post-it’s in the right
category on the poster.
If you wish, use the matrix (see
next slide) to construct a clear
overview.

Place image in this
area.

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Past

Which barriers did you already conquer?

-

Present

Which barriers are you facing currently?

-

Future

Which barriers are you expecting to face?

-

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Question 3
Which stakeholders are connected to the existing situation and have a
position to defend, both now and in the future?

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

‘Business as usual’ is a visual you can use to plot stakeholders connected to the existing
situation and have a position to defend, both now and in the future.
Assignment
Write down all the stakeholders you can think of on a post-it. Place the post-it’s on the right
side on the poster.

BUSINESS AS USUAL

(Van Dijck, 2018)

If you wish, use the matrix (see next slide) to construct a clear overview.

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Category

Group

Subgroup

Demand

Consumer

Tenants

Demand
and supply

Prosumer

Supply

Producer

Energy
company

(Van Dijck, 2018)

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Lock in
STR
BUSINESS AS USUAL

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Question 4
Which stakeholders are connected to the new, desired situation (vision)
and have an interest in a successful demonstration of future
technology?

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition
‘Business as usual vs Energy Transition’ is a visual you can use to plot stakeholders
connected to the new, desired situation (vison) and have an interest in a successful
demonstration of future technology.
Assignment
Write down all the stakeholders you can think of on a post-it. Place the post-it’s on the right
side on the poster.
If you wish, use the visual below to construct a clear overview.

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

Question 5
Which barriers are connected to conflicting agendas of the stakeholders
in the categorie ‘Business as usual’ and ‘Energy Transition’?

Workshop 1
Sustainability Transition

VISION
CO2
NEUTRAL

NICHE

Lock out
TENSIONS = BARRIERS

Lock in
STR
BUSINESS AS USUAL

(Van Dijck, 2018)
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Workshop 2
Stakeholder Analysis & Persona
Why are we here:
Parties in the ‘Lock in position’ have different values, interest, and concerns compared with parties in
a ‘Lock out position’. As a result they both encounter tensions and barriers in their daily life. If we want
to understand solutions and barriers and realize best practices, we need a new way to uncover the
connection between future technology (4DHC), stakeholders, their contribution, interest, and concerns
to discover barriers and solutions in a local context.
Workshop Goals:
• Collaboratively discuss the importance of a comprehensive and rigorous stakeholder analysis
• Complete as many visuals of a persona as possible each time by filling in the 5 clouds.
• Walk away with a complete set of persona and a list of corresponding barriers.
Workshop
Who

Core team / steering committee (8 to 16)

Duration

A half day

Format

Large boardroom, lots of wall space, food, and drinks

Tools

Markers and pencils, post-it notes, poster paper, tape, digital camera

Resources

Project description / project brief / ………..

Workshop 2
Stakeholder Analysis & Persona

Statement 1
In any complex large engineering project a comprehensive and rigorous
stakeholder analysis is essential as a first step.
(Take one minute to think about this statement.)

Workshop 2
Stakeholder Analysis & Persona

Assignment 1

Complete as many visuals of a persona as possible each time by filling in the 5
clouds.

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

Contribution

Stakeholder
Cat:

Solution

Interest

Barrier
Concern

Workshop 3
Situational Analysis

Why are we here:
To accelerate sustainability transitions, obstacles to transitions processes and strategies have to be
examined in their local context to speed up the transformation of systems. This is the big picture
provided for in a Situational Analysis at meso-level. The main goal of this situational analysis is to
locate the project in its broader situation.
Workshop Goals:
• Collaboratively describe different social worlds within the arena.
• Plot the most influential stakeholders (persons or organisations) in the map.
• Walk away with situational map and a list of to-do-items to make the Situation a life.
Workshop
Who

Core team / steering committee (8 to 16)

Duration

A half day

Format

Large boardroom, lots of wall space, food, and drinks

Tools

Markers and pencils, post-it notes, poster paper, tape, digital camera

Resources

Project description / project brief / ………..

Workshop 3
Situational Analysis

Assignment 1

Describe as many social worlds consisting of ‘meaning making groups of
actors’ and ‘on collective action people doing things together’ as you can think
of.

Political Arena

Local
Political
Parties

Government
Parliament

Alderman
City
Minister of
Energy

SOCIAL WORLD

INTERNAL
Contribution
Dynamic in stakeholder
analysis
Map of Social Worlds in HeatNet Arena

Stakeholder

Political Arena

Cat:

Academic
Research
Worlds

Government

Parliament
Local
Solution

Government
Minister of
Energy

EXTERNAL

6
Local
political
parties

Build
environment

Construction Industry
Smart
Energy
Systems

Architects
Developers

Engineering

Interest
Construction
companies
City

Governmental
Agencies

Barrier

MAP KEY

InterMunicipalities
Alderman

Offices

Project
Team

Residential
buildings

Mayor

Households
Dwellings

Energy
agency
Smart Grid

ARENA

Utilities
SOCIAL WORLD

Insurance

Telecom

Energy industry

ICT and Telecom

Tenants
Build
Environment

Concern

Bank

Financial World
ORGANISATIONS

Building
owners

Workshop 3
Situational Analysis

Assignment 2

Plot the individual human actors (stakeholders) illustrated by the persona as a
representative of their social worlds.

ARENA

SOCIAL WORLD

ORGANISATIONS

Workshop 3
Situational Analysis

Assignment 3

Plot the barriers corresponding with the individual human actors (stakeholders)
illustrated by the persona as a representative of their social worlds.

ARENA

SOCIAL WORLD

ORGANISATIONS

Workshop 3
Situational Analysis

Assignment 3

Plot the barriers corresponding with the individual human actors (stakeholders)
illustrated by the persona as a representative of their social worlds.

ARENA

SOCIAL WORLD

ORGANISATIONS

Workshop 3
Situational Analysis
An example of a Map of Social Worlds in Arena

Thank you!

Final remarks

These guidelines are meant to be very useful especially for local authorities and transition teams who
are involved in a demonstration project of new technologies as part of a smart or sustainability project.
The objective of this practical guide is to instruct local authorities, such as (urban) project managers,
civil servants, urban planners but also engineers, on how to understand the situation there are in and
set up an adequate situational analysis at a meso-level and accelerate system innovation for
sustainability. We provided the reader with a step-by-step method that can be used to educate
members of project team entrusted with the task to demonstrate a new future and emerging
technology.
To ensure the practicality of this guide it combines a brief introduction with three dedicated workshops
geared to practical needs. We have made this attempt and hope that we have succeeded to some
extent.
We welcome your comments, questions, and feedback. If you like to share your experience, please
send us an e-mail (e.j.l.van.dijck@hva.nl).
Good luck on your project!

Egbert-Jan van Dijck
Renee Heller
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